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Monotonic Movement of Price Vectors
Christian Bidard and Ian Steedman'
Ahstrdct
It is well lonwn that long-period relative prices
in a Srafa-like analysis can change in an
apparently complicated way as the tmifortx rate
of proft (interest) changes. It is shown here

how a certain simplicity of

movement

(monotonicitJ, can be detected.
1. Infioduction
As the uniform rate of profit changes in alroost
any Sraffa-like system, the relative long-period
prices of commodities have to change as well;
this fact has of course been central to certain
criticisms of some well-known marginalist

theory for, at root, reswitching, capitalreversing and so on are but vaded
manifestations of this dependence of relative
prices on distibution. Yet to say that relative

pB=we+(l+r)PA

(1)

where p is the rorv vector of prices atrd e that
of employment levels process by process. Ttre
columm of B and of A sbow the outputs from
and produced inputs used up in the various
processes; w is 'the' wage mte and r is the

uniform mte of profit. Given only tbat (B-A)
is non-singular, (1) may be rewritteu

p = wl+rPH

as:

Q)

whercl= e @-A)Iand H = A(B-A)'r. In ar:.v

prices depend on distribution is not necessarily

viable single product system H is semi-positive.
Interestingly, however, such semi-positiviry of

to say that linle or nothilg can be asserted

H plays no role in the followilg

about the nature of that dependence. But this
stronger claim has been made; Pasinetti (1977,
82), for example, has written that the question

ar$rment,

which can allow for joint production aad for
negative elemerts in H.' We shall asswne,

how relative prices change with the rate of
profit'is not a question to which 8ny simple

though, that H has a positive real cbaracteristic
root, hr, which is greater in modulus than any
other real root and than the real pan of any

answer can be given' and Mainwaring (1984,

complex

79) has written similarly that '!he pattem of
price variation is a complex one an4 €xcept ir

conesponding to w = 0, is dehned by h' r = L

very special cases, nothing a pnori can be said
about it'. It is shown below tlnt this stonger
claim is too strong, because one can in fact
detect a significant element of simplicity in the
relative pricehate of profit relatioruhip.
Consider a squarc production system ir
which commodity prices and the mte of profit
are uniform th-roughout the economy. Let the
relative wages of the differert kinds of labour
be fixed, so that one may argue as if labour
were homogeneous. The wage/price/profit rate
relations for the system may be rwinen as:

unaffected by changes in the nominal qage rate
]" but they most certainly vary with the profit
mte r-and hence with any mea$ue of the real
wage rate - other than under the fluke conditioE
that I and lH are proportional. Sening aside
that uninteresting fluke case, one kno1ar that the
pattem of the changes in relative prices, as r
varies, can aFpear to be complex. Tbe object
of this short paper is to show, flevertheless. that

root. The maximum mte of profit,

The relative prices in (2) are, of course.

there is a certain simplicity in that pattem of
price changes if one yiews matters in the
appropriate way. More specifically, rve are to
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study the conditions under which the Euclideaa
angle between the generic price vector and the

expanded to:

particular price vector obtaining when li' = 0
vill decrease monolonrcallt as the rute of profit
increases. Rather than aiming for maximal
generality, we shall seek to present this result in
a very simple way, emphasizing the case of a
tluee-commodiry economy.2

o

n =wt.+nr

matrix. By

definition, this means that Hlf = H!{, where II
is the tanspose of H. It will be clear at once
that if H is symmetric (H : tI) then it will be
normal. But it is llot true that a normal matrix
must be symmetric. H will be normal if and

only

if it

can be

witten

(1,0,0). L€t 0(r) denote the Euclidean aagle
between a generic price vector n, defined for
profit rate r, and the padicular price vector
(1,0,0). From the usual formula:

as:

H = QLQ'

(5)

where h, is positive :urd is the root of greatest
modulus. If H has ody real roots, tU = 0; if H
has a pair of complex roots, h, = hr: thus it is
always tlue that (hr-hr)h,, = 0.
When wages are zero, the economically
intercsting solution to (5) is h,r = 1 and r =

Throughout this section we suppose the matrix

normal

lo -14 ,"1
,rl
L0

2.AnormalHmatrix

H = A(B-A)-I to be a

o'l

[tr, t,

(3)

where Q is an orthogonal matrix and ,r is either
strictly diagonal or contains one or more 2 x 2
'blocks' of a cedain form along the diagonal.

'"..

cos-U(r) =

fl--;----;'"i
|

I

7ri+T;+?ri

for example, Horn and Johason, 1990,
p.105.)r If dl the characteristic roots of H are

|
I

or

(See,

'^''

real then n is strictly diagonal and, from (3), H
is indeed symmetric. But ifH has at least one
pair of complex mots then (3) shows it to be
normal but not symrnetric..

f"1."11

Iaffut'i = l----f-

[o'J

Using (3), we may rcwrite (2) as:

|

(6)

Now (5) is readily solved for n,, n, and n,
(with w

PQ=wtQ +rP?A

(a)

(4)
say.

Since zr = pQ and L = lQ represent
orthogonal rotalions ofp and I, it will be clear
that the Euclidean angle betweer any pair ofp
vectoF will be exactly equal to that berw*een
the corresponding fi vectors; so we shall work
with (4). Specifically, we suppos€ that there
are just three commodities and that (4) may be

0) and one finds that:

if H is symmetric

."",,,,
(b)

*

(tU

= 0) then

=lil'[,*,lrJ:

if H is not symmetdc

,rn,r,..,=[r]-xll

I

| -hrr

It]'

I

1=E;.

(hr + 0) then

cr-1,,.r'

I

[ ^l J L(r-ft,r)l-r;r:J
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But it is easily shown that. whenever 0 3 h,

<

r

l,

the right-hand-sides of both (6a) and (6b)
are monotonically decreasing as J' ircreases; at

I

each right-hand-side is. of course, zero,
is
Hence, whether the lormal matrix
symmetric o! not, the Euclidean angle between

h,r =

H

the generic price vector p(r) and the particular
price vector p(w = 0) decreases monotonically
as the rate of profit rises from zero to its
maximum value ofh,'r. Geometrically, then, if
the vectorp (w = 0) is thought ofas the axis of
any number of altcrnatlve Euclidean cones of
circular cross section, as r rises the actual price
vector always moves into a 'sharper' cone of
smaller cross sectior! this movement being
strictly'one way'. In this clear and interesting
sense, then, one can say that (with three
commodities and a normal H matrix) the

movement

profit

of relative

3. Generalizstion
If the above result is found to be of

some
at once be asked how dependent
is on our special assumptioru. First, let us

will

maintain the assumption that H is a normal
matrix, with a positive root h, which is the root
of greatest modulus, but allow an arbitrary
number of commodities. Equatioo (4) stiu
holds and (5) can at once be extended in the
appropriate fashion. It is then easily seen lhat
the expression for tari 0(r) will just be the sum

various terms, some being of the form
shown in (6a) and some of the form seen in
(6b). For 0 3 h,r < l, each ard every term in

of

the sum

will fall monotonically

as

r

increases,

reaching zero at h,r = 1. Hence our assumption
of only three commodities er'as quite
umecessary other thar for ease of exposition.
It can also be shown - although the
demonstratio[ is too tedious to be included here
- that the monotonicity result does not in fact
depend on one of the two price vectors being
that at ra = 0 (i-e., h, r: I). The Euclidean
angle between price vectofs at ary two rates of

profit, 0 <

considerations can be offered to support that
assumption. The answer to be considered herea
is that a simple transformation can almost
always be applied to (2) to produce a system
which does involve a normal matrlx. Supoose
then that (3) must be replaced by:

H=XAX-I
where

H is now only supposed to

be

diagonalizable; reurite (2) as;

pX=wIX-rpXA

(?a)

X = ((Iv) be the singular-valuedecomposition ofX where, by defrnition. U and
V are both orthogonal matrices and, since X is
non-singular, each diagonal element of is
strictly positive. (See for example, Hom aad
Johnson, 1990, pp4l I-20.)t We nolv geBeralize
(4) to:
(put)=wQut),lpur)[Y'Avj

(4a)

In (4a), the mat x [V|AV] is normal.

The
transformed vecto$ (pU) and (/u) are obtained
from p and /, respectively, by fust applying an

orthogoual rotation,

to obtain (pLD and (ru),

and then changing measurement units along the

new axes, to obtain (pu) and (flr. It then
follows immediately that the Euclidean angle
between the generic (p(r)U) and the particular
transformed price vector (p(*:0)LI) ivill

r rises from
zero to h,'r. It is important to note that the
transformation from p to (pl, is not only
simple in its meaning but is a tansfomatiol
deriving from the matdx H itself (and hence,
more fundamentally, from B and A in (l))l it is
decrease monotonically to zero as

rt 1 rz I

decreasing in

/ia\

Now let

to it than is sometimes thought.

it

from the strong assumption that

H is a normal matrix. After all. no economic

prices, as the rate of

chaages, has a far more definite pattem

interest, it

can move away
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h,'r, is monotonically
r, and increasing in r,.

not a transformation imposed 'from outside' by

the arbitrary choice of the theorist.

More pressing is the question whether one
_d't-
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4, Conclusion

conjugate charact€ristic roots of H.

We have considered square price systems ofthe
kind stated in (l); joint production and fixed
capital arc allowed, provided only that the
matrix H = A(B-A)'| has a positive root which

is the root of

4. See, again, Bidard and Steedman
(unpublished) for a more sophisticated
answer.

greatest rnodulus and which

5. Ofcourse, one could simply say of(2a) that
n is a normal matdx ard hence that our

defines the maximum mte of profit, hr r = l.
Attention has been centred on the Euclidean

previous analysis holds good for (pX). That
is true, of course, but we proceed as in the
t€xt to bdng out the role of onhogonal
rotation. The analysis of section II is just

angle between the generic pricE vector, p(r),
and the particular price vector p(w = 0). It has
been shown that, if H should happen to be a
normal matrix, then it follows immediately that
that argle will decrease monotonically to zero
as the rate of profit rises from r = 0 to r = hi'.
If, as is far more likely, H is not a normal
matdx, there is a simple transformation of the

thecasef=IandQ=W'.
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Endnotes

1. See the various essays

io

Pasinetti, ed.,

1980, for discussion of both
complexities of joint production and

the
the

significance of the 'vertically integated'
matrix H used in (2) and *uoughout this
paPer.

2. For a more general

approach to the same
Steedman
(unpublished); that more general approach
is, however, far more abstract, involving the
use of non-Euclidean angles, and may not
appeal to most economists!

issue, see Bidard and

3. The 'blocks' io question are ofthe form:

I lcosa &sina I
i-ftsilc icosa

.l

for some cr and some ft zuch that 0 < h < Ir.
The complex numbers I exp (lid) are
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